Targeted isolation and cloning of 100-kb microbial genomic sequences by Cas9-assisted targeting of chromosome segments.
Cloning of long microbial genomic sequences is an essential tool in synthetic biology and genome engineering. Such long sequences are often difficult to obtain directly by traditional PCR or restriction enzyme digestion, and therefore the cloning of these sequences has remained a technical obstacle in molecular biology. Based on the in vitro application of RNA-guided Cas9 nuclease, the method of Cas9-assisted targeting of chromosome segments (CATCH) cleaves target DNA in vitro from intact bacterial chromosomes embedded in agarose plugs, which can be subsequently ligated with cloning vector through Gibson assembly. Here we describe an optimized protocol of CATCH cloning for the targeted cloning of long genomic sequences of up to 100 kb from microorganisms. The protocol uses standard laboratory equipment and takes ∼8 h of bench time over several days, and it may potentially simplify and accelerate efforts to isolate and clone large gene clusters from microorganisms.